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lesle lewis

Stories to Go

self-portraits with apples:

To learn is to lose what we thought we knew. We doze under just enough 
to wake not knowing where we are which is perfect.

part of the free culture movement:

It was a two-second dream. Where were the king’s clothes? You were  
wearing them.

vitamins: 

I’ve always wanted to be allowed to walk through a room of people  
and say nothing, not hello, not how are you, not your work looks good.   
It’s a new cabinet to be filled with perfumes and spices and bowls of apples 
and sweaters. 

redefining the problem:

It’s more what you think of yourself than what others think of you that 
makes a difference in the work you do, the life you lead, the food you  
cook, the pets you keep, the books you read, the places you travel, the  
hours you put in.

ways to Draw water:

Did you say you’re unwell?  Every day you say so.

dead with balloons:

I can’t go on.
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do more of it:

Never can you say, so ever may you try.  Do more of it.

the couple by the river:

Documented by you.

the first spring after you die:

Trees don’t grow from their bottoms, but they never did.

a loose lens:

We are inclined to go visiting, but then we are shy, and we turn around. 
Our heads want to lie down.

free time:

The direct sun deshadows your shirts clothespinned to my underwear no 
longer clothespinned to the line.

your baby:

You befriend a small white animal; you name it “my baby.” She holds our 
information.

in dollshop windows:

We spy an angel, a three-dimensional flatness aching in us to envision our 
efforts manifested.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS REVIEW

advanced embroidery class:

“Are you meditating?” you ask me in English. No, I am sailing on a floral 
boat. I am primping in the Maggie tree.

we have no money:

Clearly, we would benefit from a change in medications. Clearly, we carry 
too much in our brain suitcases we unpack and pack again. We’re usually 
ready early. Then we find something else to do, so ultimately, we’re late.

pedalling uphill and facing down:

Backwards go rarely lives and sentences water. Midair is where it happens. 
We become more and more inclusive until we can’t but we still can.

reflective objects:

The little boy knew he was not to go into the fish pool but when he threw 
the ball into the pool, the little girl had no qualms about wading in for it.  
The little boy threw the ball in for the little girl many times.


